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HYBRID COMPRESSION OF VIDEO WITH GRAPHICS IN DTV
C 0MMUNICAT10N SYSTEMS
Mihaela v.d. Schaar-Mitrea’ and Peter H. N. de With2

Abstract- A d v a n c e d b r o a d c a s t manipulation of TV
sequences and enhanced user interfaces for TV systems have r e s u l t e d i n an increased amount of preand post-editing of video sequences, w h e r e graphical information is inserted. However, i n the current b r o a d c a s t i n g chain, there are no provisions for
enabling an efficient transmission/storage of these
mixed video and graphics signals and, at t h i s emerging stage of DTV s y s t e m s , introducing n e w standards is not desired. Nevertheless, in the professional video c o m m u n i c a t i o n chain b e t w e e n content p r o v i d e r and broadcaster and locally, i n the
DTV receiver, p r o p r i e t a r y video-graphics compression schemes can be used to e n a b l e m o r e efficient
transmission/storage of m i x e d video and graphics
signals. For e x a m p l e , in the DTV receiver case,
t h i s will lead to a significant memory-cost reduction. To p r e s e r v e a h i g h overall image quality, the
video and graphics data r e q u i r e i n d e p e n d e n t codi n g systems, matched w i t h t h e i r specific visual and
statistical properties. In t h i s paper, w e i n t r o d u c e
various efficient a l g o r i t h m s that s u p p o r t both the
lossless (contour, r u n l e n g t h and a r i t h m e t i c coding)
and the lossy (block predictive coding) compression of graphics d a t a . If the graphics d a t a are apriori m i x e d w i t h video and the graphics position
is u n k n o w n at compression t i m e , an a c c u r a t e det e c t i o n m e c h a n i s m is applied to distinguish the t w o
signals, such that i n d e p e n d e n t coding a l g o r i t h m s
can be e m p l o y e d f o r each d a t a - t y p e . In the DTV
m e m o r y - r e d u c t i o n scenario, an overall b i t - r a t e cont r o l completes the s y s t e m , e n s u r i n g a fixed compression factor of 2-3 per f r a m e w i t h o u t sacrificing
the quality of the graphics.

[3]) are introduced in professional and consumer TV applications. MPEG-2 has currently become the de facto
standard for digital video transmission and compression for
standard- and high-resolution TV. However, the introduction of graphics is only partially covered in the MPEG-2
standard. Although the standard allows the communication of additional data in a separate channel, there are no
facilities for an efficient transmission of graphics data or for
a joint graphics-video signal. For the efficient transmission
or storage of video and graphics, two alternative systems
can be adopted: an architecture where the video and graphics are coded separately, using optimized compression systems, or an architecture where the video and graphics are
jointly coded. Effective joint coding would combine video
and graphics into one signal representation, while preserving the image quality of both signal-types. However, a more
efficient transmission of graphics in coded form between the
broadcaster and the DTV-receiver would require the standardization of the adopted compression technique.

KeywordsTV c o m m u n i c a t i o n systems, l o s s l e s s i m a g e
compression, graphics, contour coding, arithmetic coding,
r u n l e n g t h coding, e m b e d d e d c o m p r e s s i o n architecture.

Fig. 1 . Example of an image containing video mixed with graphics.

I. INTRODUCTION
New technologies and standards for Teletext and OnScreen-Display (OSD) menus in TV systems are emerging
[l],resulting in increasingly diverse TV images in which
video sequences are mixed with various types of graphical
information (see Figure 1). Simultaneously, Digital Video
Broadcasting (DVB) based on MPEG compression [2] and
digital camcording (e.g. digital Betacam, DV compression
1 Mihaela van der Schaar-Mitrea is w i t h Philips Research Labs,
Briarcliff-Manor, USA. E-mail: Mihaela.vanderSchaarOphilips.corn
2 Peter H.N. d e W i t h is with t h e University of Mannheim, Faculty
of Computer Engineering, Mannheim, Germany. E-mail: d e w i t h O t i . u n mannheim.de. Per August 2000, he is with C M G Netherlands and t h e
University of Technology Eindhoven.

Original manuscript receivcd June 28, 2000

Two other important trends are significant for our study
and they do not require a standardization of the employed
coding algorithms. Firstly, the professional video communication chain from content provider to broadcaster is also
becoming digital, and this chain could benefit from the
more efficient transmission of video and graphics. Secondly,
the gradual transition to digital equipment is also taking
place locally at the broadcaster and the DTV-receiver side.
Therefore, the efficient storage of video and graphics signals becomes important also for these systems. It is relevant to notice that for these architectures - professional
communication chain and local storage at content provider,
broadcaster and receiver - no standardized compression algorithms are required, thereby allowing for differentiation
between the various manufacturers. For example, recently,
several algorithms have been proposed for reducing the
video storage of the DTV-receivers [15] [16] [14] [13]. How-
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ever, there are currently no algorithms available in the literature that target the compression of both the video and
graphics data for these applications.
The MPEG-2 standard (or other standardized video coding standards) cannot be employed for the compression of
this combined signal, because it relies heavily on the average moving-video statistics t o obtain a high performance.
Experiments with the MPEG-2 compression of graphics revealed dissatisfactory performances, because e.g. edges of
objects are not well preserved. Furthermore, the compression factors required for the local storage or transmission
between content provider and broadcaster are limited (e.g.
2-4), such that using an MPEG-2 compliant codec for this
purpose would result in an unnecessary high system costs.
The MPEG-4 standard [17] does provide tools for the
compression of both video and graphics. However, the
MPEG-4 standard is not used for DTV broadcasting. Furthermore, the graphics/texture compression technique targets especially 3-D graphics, and is therefore not optimized
for coding graphics data like Teletext and OSD menus.
Also, like in the MPEG-2 case, the costs associated with
applying MPEG-4 for the sole purpose of reducing DTV
receiver costs or optimizing the professional video communication at the broadcaster side, are not justifiable. Additionally, there are no standardized provisions for detecting
the graphics information if this is mixed in advance with
the video signal, such that the high-quality compression of
the joint video-graphics signal cannot be guaranteed.
In this paper, our aim is t o design a cost-effective highquality compression system for the efficient transmission
and local storage of images containing mixed video and
graphics. Section I1 describes the architecture of the professional video/graphics communication chain between content provider and broadcaster and the architecture of the
DTV receiver with efficient, memory usage. Section I11 introduces a block predictive coding technique for the compression of video and certain types of graphics. In Section IV, the signal characteristics are presented together
with the compression requirements for the various types
of graphics. In Section V, different novel algorithms for
lossless graphics compression are introduced. Section VI
discusses a graphics detection system and a classification
technique for enabling quality control of video and graphics
coding within mixed images. An efficient system based on
arithmetic coding for lossless compression of graphics that
matches with the classification is also presented within this
section. Section VI1 outlines the concept of a bit-rate regulation, controlling lossless coding of graphics and the lossy
coding of video. Section VIII-A shows the simulation results obtained, followed by the conclusions, in Section IX.

11. SYSTEM
ARCHITECTURE
In this section, two possible architectures are described
for the transmission and storage of mixed video and graphics signals. The first achitecture aims a t the professional
communication chain between the content provider and
broadcaster (see Figure 2 a). The second architecture is
for reducing the storage costs a t the DTV receiver side (see
Figure 2 b). Both previously mentioned systems have the
following common properties: proprietary systems can be
used for the compression of the video and graphics signals,

and the image quality after decoding must be near-lossless
to avoid interference with the transmission channel standard.
A r c h i t e c t u r e 1. Professional t r a n s m i s s i o n / s t o r a g e
b e t w e e n content-provider and broadcaster.
At the content provider side, the capturing of the video
data and the generation of the corresponding graphics are
separate processes. To enable the efficient storage of the
video and graphics data prior t o their transmission to the
broadcaster, compression can be employed. This efficient
storage is beneficial even in the professional domain, since
the same scene of e.g. a sport event is often captured from
various viewing angles. However, the efficient compression
of video and graphics by the content provider is especially
desired for the transmission of “live” events, when several
streams are transmitted simultaneously to the broadcaster.
The most important requirement for the coding techniques
employed in this architecture, is that their quality should be
extremely high, such that no artifacts are visible. Moreover,
the compression systems employed in this stage should not
influence in any way the transmission chain between broadcaster and consumer, independent whether DVB or analog broadcasting is used. To preserve a high-image quality
of both video and graphics, independent compression algorithms should be employed for these two data types. For
example, the video data can be efficiently stored employing a near-lossy compression technique (see Section 111).
For the graphics data, depending on its characteristics (see
Section IV), lossless compression techniques should be employed to preserve its quality. In Section V, several novel
compression schemes are introduced for the lossless compression of graphics. Since the algorithms used for graphics
compression act independently of those for video, a relatively simple (but not necessarily low-cost) system architecture results (see Figure 2 a ) , because the different coding
algorithms can be optimized for the individual types of data
and the coded streams can be separately transmitted. F’urthermore, there is no fixed compression factor that needs to
be guaranteed for the coding of the video or graphics data,
such that variable bit-rate streams can be generated.
A r c h i t e c t u r e 2. Local storage at DTV receiver side.
The second architecture aims a t reducing the local memory costs of the DTV receiver, which represents a significant
part of the overall receiver costs. This local receiver memory is used for the storage of video images for digital signal
processing, local graphics generation, etc. In this paper, the
architecture proposed for the DTV receiver is based on the
mixed storage of the video-graphics signal. This solution is
cost-efficient, since the video segments overlapped by graphics data do not need t o be locally stored, thus saving both
memory and memory bandwidth at the receiver. Furthermore, only one shared memory is required for the storage
of the two data types. Thus, if no graphics are generated or
transmitted a t a certain moment, the entire memory can be
used for the video data processing. However, even though
the two signals are stored in a combined fashion, different
compression techniques should be used for the video and
graphics data, to maintain a high-image quality.
If MPEG-2 has been used for transmission of the mixed
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of a TV comniunication chain, where graphics data are inserted both at a) the content-provider and b) the the TV
receiver side.

video-graphics signal, the quality of the graphics data is
already diminished (as already mentioned), such that eniploying different coding algorithms for video and graphics is
no longer necessary. Nevertheless, there are cases where an
a-praora graphics detection algorithm is required to locate
the graphics content (see Section VI). For example, such a
case occurs in a DTV receiver’s image post-processing IC,
where video and graphics need to be combined and stored
in local memory. After graphics detection, two coding systems are active in parallel (for video and for graphics). To
reduce the memory size of the receiver, a fixed memoryreduction factor needs to be guaranteed. Therefore] a bitrate controller has been designed, which considers the different signal statistics of video and graphics and switches
automatically between a lossy and a lossless coding scheme
for video and graphics, respectively (see Section VII). If the
video and graphics data were only mixed at the receiver
side, then the predictive coding techniques of Section I11
can be succesfully employed, while the lossless compression
techniques of Section V can be adopted for the graphics
data.
This brief analysis of the two architectures reveals that
each system has its own specific problem statement. For
the first architecture, we focus on the efficient high-quality
compression of graphics (Section V). For the second architecture, several issues are important: the graphics detection
prior to receiver processing, and the efficient storage of the
mixed signal required for this postprocessing (Sections VI
and VII). A common feature is that both systems aim a t
realizing a compression system that preserves a very high
image quality.

111. BLOCKPREDICTIVE
CODING
(BPC)
This section describes briefly the predictive coding technique adopted for video and graphics compression. In [14],
a ” near-lossless” Block Predictive Coding was proposed for
embedded memory compression in DTV receivers. This
method could also be successfully used for compressing the
video data distributed by the content provider or for the
local storage of video data at the content-provider or broadcaster. Due to the high image quality that can be obtained
by this coding system at modest compression factors (i.e.
2-3), no interference occurs with the MPEG-2 compression
system used by the broadcasters elsewhere in the transmission chain. Moreover, this coding technique allows easy access to the individual pixels in the compressed domain for
further editing or post-processing, a feature which is not

easily realized with e.g. a transform coder. .4 third advantage of this system is that it can be implemented with low
complexity in hardware.
The block predictive coding is based on Adaptive Dynamic Range Coding (ADRC) [4],
which was developed initially for digital video recording. The ADRC data compression technique can be seen as an example of a twodimensional predictive coding system.
The first step of the predictive coder is the partitioning
of the image in small subblocks of 4 x 4 pixels. Subsequently, the maximum and minimum pixel values of each
block are determined. The difference between the minimum
and the maximum sample value in a block is called Dynamic
Range ( D R ) . The minimum sample value ( M I N ) is transmitted as a global prediction for all other samples inside
the block. After subtracting this minimum value from the
actual sample value s ( i , j ) , the difference values d ( i , j ) of a
block are quantized according to the dynamic range, resulting in d q ( i , j ) .
Figure 3(a) shows the general block diagram of the encoder. Three parameters are required for decoding: the
block prediction MIN, the dynamic range D R for selecting
the correct quantizer table, and the quantized differences
d d i , 3).

Feedforward coding [5] was adopted to axhieve a fixed
compression factor on small groups of blocks (segments)
(see Figure 3(b)). The video data are first analysed with
a set of various quantization strategies. The strategy ( S )
chosen after analysis is the finest quantization that yields
the desired number of bits reserved for a segment. The
coding procedure described is performed on a segment basis] where each segment is compressed individually. In the
experiments] horizontal stripes of blocks were used as segments, and coding was performed from the top to the bottom of the image. The coding process is defined formally
by:
d ( i , j ) = S ( 2 , j ) - M I N , 2 , j E Block,

(1)

The aforementioned technique is adequate for the compression of video data with very high quality [14], but it is not
suitable for the compression of all various graphics types,
due to their different statistics and image perception. In
the next section, the graphics characteristics are described
in more detail.
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Fig. 3. (a) Block diagram of BPC system encoder and (b) feedforward coding system based on BPC

Fig. 4. Examples of different types of graphics which can be mixed with the video data. (a) (left) Typical OS Display user menu. (b) (right)
Pixel-based graphics, containing Dutch text.

Iv.

PROPERTIES OF GRAPHICS SIGNALS INSERTED I 3
IMAGES

TV

The graphics elements that are mixed with video in the
TV environment can be divided in two classes, depending on their visual and statistical characteristics. The first
class includes graphics like Teletext, subtitling and computer menus (see Figure 4(a)) and it is characterized by
abrupt changes in the sample values. The second class is
formed of graphics resembling video, like pixel-based graphics (see Figure 4(b)). It is obvious that an efficient code for
one of the previous two classes of graphics blocks is not acceptable also for the other class, due to the relatively large
difference between the signal statistics of the two types of
data.

Class 2. Pixel-based graphics
The second class of graphics (i.e. pixel-based graphics)
resembles both the visual and statistical characteristics of
video. As a consequence, the BPC system encodes the pixelbased graphics with smaller quantization errors than the
graphics in the first class, since the dynamic range is relatively small. Therefore, BPC is a suitable candidate for the
compression of this graphics class.

Class 1. Text and menus
The main problem of coding the first class of graphics is
that it results in visible colour blurring, which occurs if the
same lossy compression technique as for video is adopted.
For example, the quality of the subtitling is considerably
reduced if the aforementioned BPC technique is employed
for compression, as can be noticed from Figure 5. Firstly,
at the left side of the displayed character, coding noise is
well visible. Secondly, the dark shade surrounding the character is erroneously quantized a t the left side. It is clear
that such distortions are not acceptable for a high-quality
receiver, and thus, coding algorithms should be employed
which yield no visible artifacts for the graphics data. Another disadvantage resides in the reduced compression factors obtained by the video coding algorithms for graphics
data, because they are not able to exploit the pixel uniformity of the graphical elements. Lossless coding algorithms,
matched to the graphics data statistics, gain compression
factors five times as large. As a consequence, lossless coding techniques matching the signal statistics should be employed for an efficient high-quality compression of the first
graphics class (see Section V ) .

Fig. 5. Artifacts occurring when subtitling is compressed with a
lossy coding algorithm.

v. LOSSLESSCODING OF GRAPHICS
For the architecture based on separate transmission or
storage of video and graphics, lossless coding is investigated
(arguments in Section IV). In this section, we evaluate two
lossless coding algorithms for the compression of graphics
data like Teletext and computer menus: contour and runlength coding. Both algorithms are very efficient in compressing large areas having equal pixel values. For more
algorithmic details, the interested reader is referred to [6].
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In Section VIII-A a comparison with BPC coding of graphics will also be presented.

A . Contour coding

,4digital image may be viewed as a function of two variables, namely (pixel) location (i.e. spatial coordinates), and
colour. Using a finite number of colours, an image can be
visualized as a number of plateaus with the plateau height
equal to the colour level. A large area of pixels with the
same colour would produce a large plateau and vice versa.
The contour algorithm presented in this section reduces an
image to a list of contours of plateaus. Each contour is
uniquely determined by specifying:
1. its colour;
2. the location of upper leftmost pixel on its boundary,
called the Initial Point (IP);
3. a sequence of directions (N=North, E=East, S=South,
W=West) when tracing the boundary of the contour.
Thus, an image I can be represented as the sum of all
contours (C) together with their corresponding colours:
I = ~ ( c o l o v r+s IP

+ directions).

(3)
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Fig. 6. Contour coding example of a block with 4 different colours.

Example 1: In order to illustrate the coding process, Figure 6 portrays an image composed of four different coloured
plateaus - A, B, C and D.Each of these four plateaus can
be represented by its colour, smrt position and boundary
directions. For example, the third contour is represented
by the colour C, the start position in row 2, column 5 and
the set of directions describing its boundary: S, S, E, E, S,
0
W, W , N, N, N.
In [6] different algorithms have been investigated in order to adapt the contour coding to the characteristics of
the graphics data. The compression performances achieved
by these algorithms axe limited by the image segmentation
in blocks of dimension 4 x 4, 8 x 8 and 16 x 16. Consequently, the algorithms are searching for contours with the
same colour within the block size specified. The ”colour”
represents in our case the value of the luminance signal Y,
chrominance signal UV, R, G or B signals, each with values between 0 and 255. A series of novel extensions have
been added to improve the performance of the fundamental
contour coding algorithm:
1. Implicit encoding of the longest ” o u t e r ” contour. In order to reduce the number of bits required for

101I

the representation of the contours inside a block, an algorithm was designed which searches the longest ”outer”
contour and encodes it by simply sending the value of the
”colour” in that contour. An ”outer” contour is defined
as a contour that is not contained within other contours.
2. C o d i n g of the contours colours. The compression improves by Huffman coding the ”colours” of the
contours. The statistics of various ”colour” values in different textual graphics regions were measured and consequently, a fixed Huffman code was designed. An example
of the bit assignment for the case of the luminance signal is given in Figure 7(a). The compression achievement
of this algorithmic extension is considerable (around 20
%), because it exploits the prediction for a typical colour
setting of broadcasted TXT pages or a manufacturer setting of On Screen Display menus. To further improve the
compression factor, the coherency of the contours which
can be split across a certain number of adjacent blocks
was exploited. In this case, most of the colours used to
describe the contours within the previous block will also
be applied inside the current block. This redundancy can
be removed by encoding the ”colours” of the contours,
depending on those of the previous block.
3. Relative offset encoding for initial points. For an
improved compression, the initial point (TP)of a contour
can be represented as an offset of the IP with respect to
the previous one. The offsets are Huffman coded with a
fixed table (see [SI).
4. C o d i n g of directions. The directions were coded
using a fixed Markov model, illustrated in Figure 7(b).
When using this model, we encode the direction out of a
pixel conditioned to the direction of coming to that pixel.
By statistical measurements, it was verified that the highest probability occurs in the case that the new direction
is equal to the previous one. Based on this probability,
a variable-length coding was designed: one bit was assigned for the state transitions with a probability of 0.6,
two bits for the state transitions with a probability of 0.2
and three bits for the state transitions with probability of
0.1. The number of bits required for the representation of
the contour directions can be further reduced, if impossible directions (due to the adjacency with other contours)
and block boundaries are taken into account.

16
149

225
4

pl-0.6
p3=0.1

Fig. 7. ( a ) (left) Huffman code bit costs for the different ”colours”
of the contours for the luminance. ( b ) (right) Markov model for
the set of directions ( N = North, e t c . ) .
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The encoding scheme for a block including the aforernentioned improvements can be summarized as follows.
- Apply the contour algorithm to determine all the different contours within the block;
- determine the number of contours;
- i f (number of contours = 1)
t h e n - send number of contours
- send their colours (Huffman coded);
else - send number of contours;
- determine the longest "outer" contour;
- send the longest "outer" contour colour
(Huffman coded);
- send the remaining contours,
their colour, starting point, (relative
offset) and set of directions (Huffman
coded skipping the impossible directions).

B. Runlength coding
Another interesting candidate for the lossless compression of graphics is the runlength coding algorithm [lo]. If
the video data are sent in rectangular blocks of 4 x 4 pixels
in size or a multiple of this, runlength coding is employed inside each block. The disadvantage of this coding technique
is that the algorithm compresses line by line, and thus, the
correlation between adjacent scan lines, i.e. the correlation
between adjacent pixels in the vertical direction, is not exploited. For example, the block of 8 x 8 pixels depicted in
Figure 6 is represented as a concatenation of' runs having
the same colour: (A, I l ) , (C, l), (A, l), (B, 2), (A, 2), (B,
2) etc. (see Figure 8). To improve the efficiency of the

in Section VIII-A.
VI.

COMPRESSION OF M l X E D IMAGES

In this section we concentrate on Architecture 2, which
aims a t reducing the local memory of a DTV receiver. We
assume that the video-graphics signals were mixed earlier
in the transmission chain, such that the location of the
graphics data is unknown to the receiver (if the location of
the graphics data is known, separate compression systems
should be adopted: the BPC technique from Section I11
for video and lossless techniques from Section V for the
graphics). The desired receiver structure for this mixed
transmission is presented in Figure 9. The compression of
such a mixed signal is a complex coding problem, since it
is known in advance that the signal contains different signal statistics (see Section IV). In this case, one of the best
solutions for compression is t o adopt optimal coding techniques for each signal type, fitting to the individual signal
characteristics. A key feature of this system is the detection of graphics prior to coding. The partitioning problem
of video and graphics is an intrinsically interesting problem
(which was already studied in an earlier paper [12]), since
it can enable different image enhancement techniques for
signals with different characteristics. However, in this section we focus only on the graphics detection for classifying
data blocks for optimal compression of the complete signal.
The basic rules for distinguishing between the two signals
are similar, but the final classification for efficient coding is
different.

I

I

7

I

Classification
Coding
Fig. 9. Detection arid classification mechanism for high-quality coding of mixed images.

A . Detectzon and classificationfor coding
A-D,-D,A,.A,-A,A,~A

Fig. 8. Czontour coding example of a block with four different colours.

coding algorithm, Huffman coding was adopted for both
the pixel values and the run-length values. For this reason,
the lengths of the runs for the different pixel values were
measured, and subsequently, a Huffman code was designed.
The Huffman code based upon the statistical distribution
of the pixel values is identical with that used for the coding
of the signal values for the contour algorithm (see Figure
7(4.
From the experiments conducted, we have found that the
application of the Huffman codes for run lengths and pixel
values, improves the coding efficiency of YUV signals with
50 % and that of RGB signals even with 65 %, thereby
emphasizing the effectivity of variable-length coding in this
case. A more detailed presentation of the compression results obtained with contour and runlength coding is given

In [12] a cost-effective method for distinguishing between
video and graphics data were identified. The algorithm
results in an adequate detection of "pure" graphics data,
such as Teletext, buttons and computer menus, in more
than 90% of all the (original) graphics regions. This detection technique considers the luminance values and dynamic
ranges of the neighbouring pixels within a block for classifying a local area of the image. The detection for coding was
performed on a block-basis, because the employed compression algorithms for both video and graphics are block-based.
The properties of video and graphics data used for the
graphics detection algorithm are as follows.
Within the graphics blocks, a relatively large number of
adjacent pixels (mostly more than 6 ) have the same luminance values. This property remains valid even for special graphics data, like subtitling or pixel-based graphics.
Video data mostly do not possess this property.
The graphics data are mostly composed of areas having
either the same luminance values (e.g. DR=O), or having large amplitude differences between adjacent lumi-
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nance samples (e.g. DR230). Parts of a picture with
small variations in the himinanre values are typical for
the background in the video scenes and therefore they
are excluded as graphics data.
e Graphical data are mostly distributed along more blocks:
a graphical object located in a block is most likely to be
continued in an adjacent block.
The detection mechanism divides the blocks in two
classes: video or graphics, depending on the characteristics
of the actual block pixels. The video blocks are quantized
using BPC, while for the graphics blocks, a lossless compression mechanism was employed. Runlength coding was
initially chosen for compression of the graphics signal due
to its low complexity and its relatively high performance in
compressing the graphics components (see e.g. [SI). However, the runlength coding technique can result in a data
expansion in the case of pure video or graphics data resembling video. To enable an optimal compression of the mixed
signal, a different classification technique for the graphics
blocks is proposed.

B. Introductzon of nezghbouring-area blocks
An attractive approach is to divide the various types of
graphics in two classes as already indicated in Section IV:
real graphics data, defined by sharp boundaries and large
areas containing identical signal values;
graphics data with video resemblance.
Subsequently, the first class of graphics can be compressed using lossless coding techniques in order to avoid
blurring, while for the second class: similar algorithms as
for video (e.g. BPC) are efficient. Therefore, the second
class of graphics should be detected as if it were ”video”.
An improved compression result for graphics areas can
be obtained by first detecting the regions (initially blocks)
where the graphics predominates - called ”pure” graphics
blocks - and, subsequently, growing in each direction with
one block, forming the ”neighbouring-area” region. This
partitioning is illustrated in Figure 10, where subtitling is
superimposed on a video image. The ”pure” graphics and
”neighbouring-area” blocks form the graphics region that
must be losslessly compressed. The ” neighbouring-area’’
blocks are necessary for capturing the entire graphics elements, e.g. subtitling and graphics borders. In this way,
graphics data are coded entirely without loss. However,
due to the different characteristics of pure graphics and
neighbouring data, different error-free coding algorithms
are used. The choice of the adopted algorithm (video/
”pure” graphics/ ”neighbouring-area” graphics) is made explicit t o the decoder. The improved classification algorithm
using neighbouring-area blocks is given below.

Algorithm
GraphicsNo = 0;
{ determine the number of adjacent, pixels with the same
luminance values }
for i = 1 to PixelsPerBlock
if ( i mod PixPerBline # 0) A ( y ( i ) = y ( i 1))
then GraphicsNo = GraphicsNo+l; endif
if (i > PixPerBline) A(y(i) = y(i- PixPerBline))
then GraphicsNo = GraphicsNofl; endif

+

endf or

{ establish the dynamic range of the luminance values }
if (GraphicsNo 2 8)
then determine the dynamic range of the luminance values

DRY;

v

i f ((DRy 2 30)
(DR.y = 0))
then block = graphics;
else block = video; endif
else
block = video;
endif

{ this part gives a preliminary video-graphics block classification }
if ((block = video) A ( 3 neighbour(b1ock) = graphics))
then block = neighbouring-area-block;
endif

Note that, since the system is now based on three different classes of blocks, more than one bit is required for the
identification.

C. Coding of nezyhbouring-area a n d yraphics blocks
The ”neighbouring-area” statistics are comparable t o
those of video, therefore error-free coding techniques for
video have been considered. The goal is t o eliminate
the spatial correlations between the adjacent pixels within
a block. For lossless coding of the blocks within the
”neighbouring-area”, the BPC technique cannot be directly
applied, because quantization errors would be introduced.
A modified version of this algorithm without the quantizer
block can be employed for decorrelation. This means that
in Figure 3(a), the quantizer and bit-cost allocation blocks
are replaced by a lossless variable-length coder.
The choice for a variable-length coder is particularly advantageous, because it can be used for alternative purposes
in our system, namely:
pure graphics blocks (only variable-length coded);
neighbouring-area blocks (modified BPC
variablelength coding);
compression of the classification sequence (only variablelength coding);
enhanced compression for pure video blocks (see [ l l ] ) .

.

+

.

1

Data tvDe

II

Codine: techniaues

TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF DATA TYPES AND APPLIED CODING TECHNIQUES.

For variable-length coding, both fixed Huffman and adaptive arithmetic coding have been investigated (see [12]).
The best results were obtained with an adaptive universal arithmetic coder [SI [9], employing different tables for
each data type, i.e. ”pure” graphics, ”neighbouring-area”
graphics and the classification sequence. Evidently, the tables depend on the data statistics, and both the encoder
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Fig. 10. Division of the frame into video (V), pure graphics (G) and neighbouring-area blocks (N).

and decoder adapt the table statistics after each block.
In the case of enhanced video compression, we have exploited the difference between luminance (Y) and chrominance (UV) signals. To further improve the compression
performance, the arithmetic code can be made dependent
on the dynamic range (DR) of the block [6] [Ill. Depending
on the DR, four different classes of data have been considered for each of the luminance (Y) and chrominance (UV)
signals. This leads to eight tables for the coding of the data.
Table I shows an overview of the data types and their corresponding coding techniques.

VII. BIT-RATECONTROL
For the visual material consisting of video mixed with
graphics, a fixed compression factor cannot be guaranteed,
because of the lossless coding of the graphics in a variable
number of bits. Other problems which occur are:
the statistics of the graphics data can vary between consecutive frames;
video and graphics signal statistics are highly nonstationary within a frame;
e the relation between input data and output bit rate is
only globally known;
temporal prediction does not guarantee the bit cost of the
actual frame.
The target of the rate controller is a constant bit rate
per video frame to enable a wide range of low-cost applications. A regulation system has been developed that can
switch between a lossless and a lossy mode in the coding of
the graphics components for ensuring a fixed compression
factor although initially a fixed compression factor cannot
be guaranteed. The switch between the two compression
modes is controlled by the difference between the bit costs
paid for graphics in the previous frames. Since the video
coding is based on segments (e.g. horizontal stripe of an image), the regulation controls also on a segment basis. The
system operates as follows.

Step 1. Initialization. The bit rate controller assumes
video in a frame.
S t e p 2. Determination of the total bit cost spent in the
present frame. The total bit cost B is composed from the
three classes and equals

B = Bv

+ BG + BN +

&lass

,

(41

where for example

cv(i,j)vb(i,j),
j=1

i=l

EBv = T B - EBG - EBN - EBeiass,

(6)

where T B is the target bit cost for one frame, EBG represents the cost that would occur if all pure graphics
blocks would have been losslessly compressed. EBN and
EBclasshave a similar meaning. These costs are computed independently from the target bit rate.
Step 4. Calculation of the compression factor of the
video blocks in the next frame, which is simply the quotient between the uncoded cost of the video blocks and
the estimated cost EBv. If this quotient is less than
two, then the controller ensures that the video blocks are
compressed with a factor of two, because the lossless encoding of graphics will be realized. The value of EBv
is also checked for having a t least a minimum bit cost
amount for the video left over.
Step 5 . Switch between BPC and arithmetic coding for
the compression of graphics blocks. For each segment, we
verify that the bit cost paid for coding until the current
segment i, together with the bit cost required for BPC
coding of the remaining segments, is below the target bit
rate T B . Hence, we have
No.Segm-

k

+

SBv(i)5 T B

CSB(i)
i=l

,

(7)

i=k+l

where S B represents the cost of segment i. If (7) is
not sufficiently satisfied, then the next segment will be
encoded as video. The decision for lossy coding of the
graphics in segment i does not influence the coding of the
following segments.
In the above-mentioned algorithm, a system is implemented that always achieves the desired compression, while
simultaneously trying to perform the lossless coding of all
graphical objects.
VIII. SIMULATION
RESULTS

h'o.Segm. N o . B l o c k / S e g n .

Bv =

in which the classifier c v ( i , j ) equals unity for video
blocks and zero elsewhere, and Vb(i,j)denotes the bit
cost of the video block ( i , j ) . The remaining terms BG
and BN in (4) are defined similarly as in (5), but with
different labels. Belassstands for thecost of classification
bits. The bit costs in the equations are the real costs used
for transmission.
Step 3. Determination of the total bit cost that can be
spent for video in the next frame. This cost is determined assuming that the cost for graphics in the present
frame resembles that of the next frame. The calculation
is represented as

(5)

In this chapter, we describe our results obtained by computer simulation on the basis of the two architectural mod-
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els that were introduced at the beginning of the paper.
A. Comparison of contour, runlength coding and BPC for
graphics (Architecture 1 )
Architecture 1 ( A l ) focuses on efficient compression of
graphics data, since graphics are transmitted independently
from video data. In this subsection we consider the performance of the two techniques of Section V for efficient compression, contour coding (Section V-A) and runlength coding (Section V-B). For this reason, we have implemented a
computer simulation of both contour and runlength coding
for Teletext ("Teletext.yuv"), presented in the RGB format. Each picture is divided in horizontal stripes defined
by an area of e.g. 4 lines x 640 samples of 8-bit resolution
and containing blocks with either R, G or B components.
For the conversion of picture data t o stripes, field-based
processing is used.
Compression factors ( A l )

Table I1 portrays the compression factors obtained when
applying the aforementioned coding techniques. The first
observation is that an impressive factor of 10-15 is achieved
(lossless). This is certainly explained by the statistics of
the input data which is rather structured. Secondly, it can
be noticed that both described coding algorithms perform
equally well for the individual signal components R, G and
B. Thirdly, the compression result improves when larger
blocks are processed. The increased compression performance for larger blocks occurs because larger contours can
be described as an entity and are not split according to the
block grid. Hence, our conclusion is that for the described
coding techniques, larger blocks (e.g. 32 x 32) are preferable
for an improved compression performance. From Table I1
it can be seen that contour and runlength coding give similar compression results. Contour coding performs slightly
better for small blocks, whereas runlength coding is better for larger blocks. It is useful to compare contour and
contour algorithm

G
B

9.80
11.11

11.90
14.28

11

13.51
16.66

I
I

OBTAINED B Y

BPC algorithm of Section 111. The criterion for comparison
here is that the quality of the lossy coding should approach
that of runlength and contour coding. Table I11 shows the
performance of BPC under these conditions. The quality
is indicated by the SNR derived from the Mean-SquaredError related to peak white (i.e. 255). The same sequence
coded with the BPC algorithm operating in a near-lossless
mode leads to a compression factor of only 2-3.
System aspects ( A l )

In the remainder of this subsection we evaluate briefly
some system aspects involved for a possible implementation of the lossless coding techniques presented for graphics
compression. Table IV portrays an overview of the relevant
issues for a real-time application.
Despite its better compression for small blocks (i.e. 4 x 4
pixels), the contour algorithm has the drawback that the
coding process requires an undefined number of steps which
depend on the complexity of the contours (defined by the
image contents). Both the number of contours and their
size vary from image to image. In the case of a real-time
constraint, or when the complexity of the codec needs to
be kept limited (i.e. in Architecture 2), runlength coding provides a more favourable choice. For the pixel-based
graphics, BPC performance is acceptable, leading to a compression factor of more than 2, while preserving a very high
image quality.

B. Compression results of graphics an mixed images (Architecture A,?)
In Architecture 2 (A2), the mixed video-graphics images
are received and the system architecture is based on graphics detection prior to any coding decision. The key elements
of the architecture and the corresponding coding techniques
were presented in Sections VI and VII. In this subsection
we describe the experiments which have been carried out
employing the earlier described compression system.
We have simulated both a system using the runlength
coding technique and a system based on the novel arithmetic coder for graphics from Section VI-C. The compression factor was chosen relatively small, i.e. 2-3, in order t o
obtain a high picture quality (SNR around 40-50 dB). For
simulation, an extensive set of sequences containing both
pure video or video mixed with graphics was chosen.
Graphics detection (A2)

Graphics type
SNR (R,G,B)
CF
/I/ I 58.3. 57.8. 61.8 II 3.66
Teletext
2.34
Computer menu /I 45.0, 44.3, 45.8
Pixel-based GFX 11 42.7, 42.8. 42.9 I 2.04
TABLE 111
COMPRESSION
FACTORS (CF) AND SNR
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BPC

FOR

DIFFERENT GRAPHICS TYPES.

runlength coding with a lossy coding technique, i.e. the

Two groups of sequences were used for the evaluation of
the detection algorithms: a sequence of frames where different types of graphics were mixed with the video signal
(" Graphics.yuv") and a group of sequences without graphics ("Renatal.yuv" , "Baltimore.yuv" , etc.), but with textures locally resembling graphics data. Pure video frames
have been included in the set in order to test the accuracy
of the graphics detection. An inaccurate detection would
result in a decrease of the compression factor, since the
encoder would employ lossless compression techniques for
video signals. The correct detection percentages for video
and graphics described in Section VI-C are shown in the
first columns of Table V (Algorithm 1). The table shows
that Algorithm 1 results in an accurate detection of video
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Coding technique
Teletext application
Graphics application

Contour coding
Yes
Yes, but inefficient
for video-like GFX
Variable proc. time
variable output length
High
Costly

Throughput
Complexity
Real-time suitability

1

Scene
(*.yuv)
GraDhics
Renata
Baltimore

11

11

CF

CF

/I
11
11

video
n.a.
2.10
2.27
2.45

afx
n.a.
3.81
4.02
4.87

11

I/

Algorithm
RLC
RLC+N-blx
HFM+N-blx
ARC+N-blx

I

Alg. 1
video
89.9%
99.5%
96.5%

11

11

1

I

I
[

I
I

I

Alg. 1
gfx
98.0%
-

I

11

I/

11
11

-

V

11

I

I
I
1
1

Alg. 2
video
95.9%
99.7%
98.9%

CF
n-bour
n.a.
1.29
1.47
1.48

I

I
1

1

Alg. 2
gfx
99.2%

1

~

CF

1

I

I
1

class.
n.a.
1.65
1.81
1.81

I

1
I
I
1

CF
total
1.92
2.22
2.41
2.70

TABLE VI
COMPRESSION
FACTORS (CF) OF CODING ALGORITHMS FOR GRAPHICS
(N-BLX = NEIGHBOURING-AREA BLOCKS, RLC = RUNLENGTH, HFM =
HUFFMAN,ARC = ARITHMETIC).

in pure video frames. For the sequence containing graphics, the procedure results in a very accurate detection of
the graphics area, thereby guaranteeing that the image improvement algorithms are applied only upon the video areas. The absolute score is high, especially when compared
to the simplicity of the algorithm presented.
Experiments have been performed employing the block
classification of the previous frame to minimize decision failures. As a result of the temporal prediction, the decision
became more accurate, resulting in a reduced number of
wrongly detected graphics and neighbouring-area blocks, as
illustrated in Table V (Algorithm 2). However, the increase
in accuracy is relatively modest compared to the expense of
increased buffer memory. Thus, detection of the graphics
blocks using the classification of the previous frame is not
very cost-effective.

Coding results (A2)
The efficiency of the coding algorithms for video frames
containing moving graphics will now be evaluated by looking at the compression factors obtained. Table VI portrays
the total compression factor for the various block types. It
can be seen that the arithmetic coder clearly outperforms
the runlength coder, particularly for the graphics blocks
(gfx), while it is only marginally better for the neighbour
blocks (N-blx). The total coding results improve globally
with 10%.
The total compression factor obtained employing algo-

Run-length coding
1-es
Yes, but inefficient
for video-like GFX
Fixed proc. time
variable output length
Low
Yes

BPC
NO
Yes, efficient
for video-like GFX
Fixed proc. time
fixed output length
Low
Yes

rithm RLC+N-blx (RunlengthSN-blocks) is better (i.e.
2.22) compared with a detection system based on the properties listed in Section VI-A, because the pixel-based graphics are now coded as video. For the pure video data, an
average compression factor larger than two obtained with
BPC is a satisfactory result. As expected, the pure graphics
blocks are very well compressed by runlength coding (CF
= 3.81). However, the moderate total compression factor
of the system is caused by the poor coding performance
of the ”neighbouring-area’’ blocks (CF = 1.29). The more
“noisy” statistics of this data leads to a much lower coding
efficiency. In order to give the system a wider range of applicability, an arithmetic coder, adaptive to four classes of
dynamic ranges was evaluated for the compression of the luminance (Y) and chrominance (UV) signals of pure graphics
and “neighbouring-area” blocks. As already indicated, the
arithmetic coder has a better performance for those blocks.
Thus, the adaptive coder can be employed for pure graphics
blocks, “neighbouring-area” blocks, classification sequence
and enhanced video compression. The SNR obtained using
the best graphics detection and arithmetic coding (see last
line in Table VI) is 50.2 dB for Y and 51.3 dB for U and V.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, various techniques have been investigated
for the compression of the video and graphics data with
very high-quality. Two system architectures have been considered for designing these algorithms: (1) the professional
communication chain between content-provider and broadcaster and (2) the local memory architecture of a DTV receiver. In the first architecture, dedicated to the professional communication chain, the video and graphics data
should be separately transmitted and stored. For this case,
we have adopted coding techniques that exploit the statistical and visual properties of each individual signal. For the
compression of the video and pixel-based graphics, compression factors of 2-3 were obtained with “near-lossless” quality. For the graphics data, several novel algorithms have
been presented, which achieve compression factors up t o 16,
depending on the allowed complexity and the signal statistics. If desired, these techniques can also be succesfully
applied for efficient local storage at the content-provider
and broadcaster. The second architecture is for reducing
the memory costs of a DTV receiver, where mixed videographics signals are processed. The key features of the
coding system employed for this architecture are a-priori
detection, block-predictive coding and arithmetic coding.
All these components have been implemented with minimal
complexity, such that the overall costs are kept below the
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costs of the saved memory. These cost trade-offs are often
difficult to make if the silicon and memories are fabricated
in different IC processes, but easy t o evaluate whenever
memories are embedded on-chip.
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